
LORD OF THE FLIES RALPH VS

Ralph is the athletic, charismatic protagonist of Lord of the Flies. Eventually, most of the boys except Piggy leave
Ralph's group for Jack's, and Ralph is left.

Then he brought the end round and caught Jack a stinger across the ear. The novels All Quiet on the Western
Front by Erich Maria Remarque and Lord of the Flies by William Golding are both examples of works that
demonstrate their author's view of man, as well his opinion of war. Barrie, have similar characteristics that will
be compared and contrasted in this paper. However, sometimes the strongest person is not the best choice. He
instructs the boys to make a fire and to keep it burning as a distress signal. Piggy has no social skill thanks to
his aunt he lives with her that didn't let him play outside because of his asthma. As is a repeated theme in the
book, Simon, an important character, has an important message which no one listens to. Come on! Indeed,
apart from Ralph, Simon, and Piggy, the group largely follows Jack in casting off moral restraint and
embracing violence and savagery. Golding's Lord of the Flies is highly demonstrative of Golding's opinion
that society is a thin and fragile veil that when. Ralph believed in order and structure; his goal was to have the
boys work together to create a society similar to the one they had known before they crashed onto the island.
Jack: A Deadly Competition When it came time to choose a Chief for the island, Jack never guessed there
would be any competition. Who wanted it? Ralph is the one who conceives the meeting place, the fire, and the
huts. These are the people that Ralph sees as "shadows" walking down the beach. Even in this tense moment,
politeness is his default. Once Ralph becomes prey, he realizes that he is an outcast "Cos I had some sense"
â€” not just common sense but a sense of his identity as a civilized person, a sense of the particular morality
that had governed the boys' culture back home. For example, he was the only boy who believed that his father
would find him and they would eventually be rescued. It is the constant struggle to maintain civilization and
resist complying with the savage urges that rages within each human individual that plays a central theme
throughout the novel. On the contrary, people are selfish and cruel. This is realistic because he knew that
people would find out the plane crashed and come looking for them. Supporting citation: Golding "Go
on--now! He talked to [the transparencies], urging them, ordering them He is sometimes said to be the only
boy in the novel with natural good in him, the others having only have goodness imprinted on to them by
society. They are not angels, they are humans. The boys see Ralph as a leader because of the fact that he is
always holding the conch.


